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We have so much to be thankful for in 2016, especially the month of December. We were kept busy on
the road several days throughout December traveling through many states delivering buses and vans. Also
picking up vans and vehicles for repairs, and moving vehicles and equipment around for the many projects
we already have planned for the early months of 2017.
The first weekend of December, I drove from Acworth, Georgia to Nancy, Kentucky meeting up with
Brother Terry Molden and a group from White Oak Baptist Church. Seventeen of us loaded up in two
vans and a small bus along with Christmas shoe boxes and other items for Brother Rusty Denny in Two
Grey Hills, New Mexico. We made a stop in Little Rock, Arkansas to pick up another 200 + shoe boxes
along the way. A few days later we arrived in New Mexico at Two Grey Hills Mission, where we were able
to spend a little time looking around the area, and visiting a few interesting and beautiful places. We
were able to attend a church service and have a fellowship meal with many of the church members. We
were able to leave a 25 passenger bus that had been refurbished by Brother Terry Molden at our Nancy,
Kentucky shop.
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The following day, eight of us left for Firestone, Colorado while the rest of the group headed back home
to Nancy, Kentucky. We arrived in Colorado to meet up with Brother jack Brown to deliver a van to be
used in the mission work in the area. We were able to meet with and have dinner with Brother jack
Brown and his family, along with Brother Everett Ledbetter and his family. Both of these men will be
working together in the northern Denver area to start a mission work. The van received extensive
mechanical work along with a new paint job before being turned over to them. This van will aid them
greatly in ministering to folks in this area.
After returning home, I made a few trips to pick up vans to be worked on at the shop in Acworth,
Georgia. We have a few more vans that are being worked on and will be delivered in the future. We have
received many requests from missionaries for vans. We would appreciate any donations of late model
vans in fairly good shape that we can repair and pass on to be used in the Lord’s work.
Thank you for your prayers and support.
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